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Packt Publishing. Paperback. Condition: New. 328 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 7.5in. x 1.0in.Over 50
incredibly effective and quick recipes for building modern eye-catching OpenCart templates
Customize dynamic menus, logos, headers, footers, and every other section using tricks you wont
find in the official documentation A great mix of recipes for beginners, intermediate, and advanced
OpenCart template designers Develop and customize dynamic, powerful OpenCart templates to
make your website stand out from the crowd Fully customizable administration theme for
OpenCart In Detail Templates in OpenCart provide a powerful way to make your site look exactly
the way you want either using a single template for the entire site or a separate template for each
site section. Although it sounds like an easy task to build and maintain templates, it can be
challenging to get beyond the basics and customize templates to meet your needs perfectly. Get to
grips with the basics of template design for OpenCart such as changing the logo and altering color
schemes for your templates. Understand OpenCart concepts such as module chrome and template
positions. Create custom error templates for your website. Style OpenCarts search results and
customize OpenCarts breadcrumb trail. Customize the look and feel of your...
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ReviewsReviews

It becomes an amazing pdf that I actually have ever go through. This is for those who statte that there had not been a worth reading through. You will like
how the author create this pdf.
-- Prof. Lonie Roob-- Prof. Lonie Roob

It is great and fantastic. I have go through and i am sure that i will likely to study again once again later on. I am just easily could possibly get a enjoyment
of looking at a published book.
-- Tad Stanton Sr.-- Tad Stanton Sr.
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